
5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 5 
Emics 

In section 3.3.2, it was postulated that an association of a narratological and social 

scientific analysis will be the first methodological starting point in analyzing the politi

cal interests of the spatial settings of Galilee and Jerusalem in Mark. In terms of this 

association, it was also argued that the text had to be read first (section 3.3.3), in order 

to enable us to move from the microsocial world of the text to its macrosocial world 

(section 4.4.1). 

Another important aspect already mentioned which is of importance here is the dis

tinction that was made in section 4.1.3 between emics and etics. Emics, it was argued, 

can be seen as the description of society, culture and societal arrangements from the 

natives' point of view. It is encoded communication which has to be decoded, the 

'insider's point of view', so to say. Understood as such, a certain correlation can be 

indicated between emics and the ideological perspective of the narrator. In section 

3.3.5, it was argued that the ideological perspective of the narrator can be seen as the 

narrator's evaluation of his and his readers' understanding of their symbolic universe, 

as well as the manner in which this understanding structures the society (and specific 

situation) in which they live. The narrator's ideological perspective is therefore also an 

'insiders' view, encoded in the text in terms of its structural arrangement. If this argu

ment holds, it means that an ernie reading of the text and a narratological reading, 

which aims to unveil the ideological perspective of the narrator, more or less results in 

the same exercise. 

The following ernie (narratological) reading of space in Mark therefore will be 

done as follows: After a few introductionary remarks in section 5. 2.1, a short discus

sion will be given on how the concept space is to be understood in the following chap

ters (section 5.2.2), which in tum will be followed by a tabulation of all the spatial de

signations in Mark's gospel (section 5.2.3). In section 5.2.4, the structure of space in 

Mark will be ·studied in terms of the settings in which activities of Jesus took place. 

Attention will also be given to certain spatial designations to which Jesus refers fre

quently in his teachings (section 5.2.5). The chapter concludes with a few end 

remarks. 

From this method which will be followed, the aim of the subsequent ernie (nar

ratological) analysis of the text is threefold: First, it wants to study the ideological per

spective and interest of the narrator on the topographical level of the text. Second, it 
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wants to discern which characters are portrayed by the narrator as the protagonist, 

antagonist, target and helpers in the narrative, that is, the different interest groups in 

the Gospel. And, finally, it wants to discern which focal spaces in the narrative gives 

expression to the beliefs, attitudes and values of the respective characters in the narra

tive. Hence, it will be possible to indicate the different status(es) and role(s), as well 

as the institutions which are represented by the different focal spaces in the Gospel. 

5.2 SPACE IN MARK 

5.2.1 lntroductionary remarks 

In section 3.4, it was concluded that in an analysis of the ideological perspective and 

interest of the narrator on the . topographical level of a text, two methodological points 

of departure are of importance: The text should be studied on the level of the recit 

only, and the distinction between setting and focal space have to be kept in mind. It 

was argued that setting becomes focal space when a specific spatial designation is used 

by the narrator in such a manner that it contributes to the structure, plot or character

ization in the narrative. It was also postulated that a particular focal space can be seen 

as a symbol, that is, it can give expression to certain beliefs, attitudes and values of 

characters, their status(es) and role(s), as well as the institutions they represent in the 

specific social situation in which the text was produced as a communication act. 

In regard to the conclusion that focal spaces can be read as symbols, the sociology 

of knowledge's insight was used in regard to its understanding of the relationship 

between symbolic and social universe. According to the sociology of knowledge, the 

social universe is structured in terms of a specific understanding of the symbolic 

universe and vice versa. The (implicit or explicit) understanding of the symbolic 

universe leads to certain attitudes, beliefs and values, which in tum lead to a specific 

structured society based on these attitudes, values and beliefs . Because a text can be 

seen as the dialectical and linguistic counterpart of the symbolic universe, it was there

fore argued that these beliefs, attitudes and values are structurally taken up in the text 

by means of symbols. A symbol therefor~ can be seen as the vehicle by which means a 

specific reflection on the symbolic universe is linguistically and textually articulated. 

Or, in terms of narrative point of view on the topographical level of the text: Focal 

space (as symbol) is the narrator's reflection on the symbolic universe of the narratees, 

characters or intended audience. Regarding the pragmatic dimension of a narrative dis

course's communication, the intended audience is confronted by the ideological per

spective and intent of the narrator. In the narrative text, certain characters are depicted 

by the narrator as the vehicles of certain ideals, values and interests. The narrator uses, 

inter alia, focal space to make these values and interests more explicit by linking them 
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to specific spatial designations. Hence, focal space becomes a symbol of specific inte

rests. As such, space as symbols can either be narrated in terms of positive and nega

tive symbols - something with which the implicit reader should be associated or dis

associated (i e, the pragmatic dimension of the communication act). 

In the following sections, it will be indicated that Galilee, village and house are 

presented by the narrator of Mark as positive symbols, that is, depicting the interests of 

the protagonist in the narrative. Jerusalem and the temple, on the other hand, are 

depicted as negative symbols in the story world of the Gospel, representing the interests 

of the antagonists in the narrative. 

5.2.2 The notion of space 

Before turning to a study of the structure of space in Mark, it is necessary first to make 

a few remarks regarding the concept of space, that is, the different aspects in a text 

which can be understood as spatial designations. The reason for this is that space is 

sometimes understood as referring only to mere 'setting' or place, that is, 'direct' spa

tial designations in the text. The concept of space, however, can also refer to other 

aspects in a text which may not be spatial in denotation but are indeed spatial in content 

or meaning (cf Van Aarde 1983b:77, Vandermoere 1976:34; Brink 1987:37). Because 

of this, the following criteria will be used in relation to what can be regarded as spatial 

designations in a text. These criteria will then be used to tabulate the spatial designa

tions in Mark in the next section. In each case a few examples are cited from Mark to 

serve as illustration. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Space as the setting in which characters live, act and move: In Mark for example 

Galilee, Jerusalem, the sea, the way and Nazareth are some of the important set

tings in the narrative. 

Space as the fittings or fixtures of settings: The door (Mk 2:2), the stretcher (Mk 

2:4) or the roof (Mk 2:4) of the house in which the paralytic is healed (Mk 2:1-

12) will fall under this category. 

Space as the manner in which certain settings are presented: As an example of this 

category of space can serve the crowd's reaction on the mountain (Mk 3:8) or the 

stormy sea and the ceasing wind (Mk 4:37-38). 

Space as the implicit or explicit emotional value that can be attached to certain set

tings: Again the stormy sea in Mark 4:35-49 can serve as an example here. 
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* Space as non-spatial designations: Sometimes non-spatial designations are pre

sented in spatial terms. Jesus, for example, explains the concept 'kingdom of God' 

inter alia in terms of a grain of mustard seed that is sown on the earth (Mk 4:26-

29). 

* Space as personal or impersonal (see Brink 1987:49): Peter for example experi

enced Jerusalem as impersonal and threatening when Jesus announced that he will 

be killed there (Mk 8:31; 9:31; 10:33-34). 

* 

* 

Space as abstractions of presented settings in terms of human experience (see Brink 

1987:120): Jerusalem, as the place where Jesus is going to die, is experienced by 

the disciples as negative, and Galilee, where Jesus is mostly successful, as positive. 

Space as the boundary of/between certain settings: Jesus, on his way to Jerusalem 

from Galilee, has to go on 'the way' to Jerusalem, but the disciples are reluctant 

to follow. In the same sense, the tomb can be seen as the boundary between this 

life and the life thereafter!. 

5.2.3 Tabulation of the spatial designations in Mark 

A tabulation of the different spatial designations in Mark, in terms of the criteria 

explained in section 5.2.2, looks as follows: 

<1> 2 n'\v ooov 

3 E:v"tfj€~ 

Ll'\v ooov Kupiou 

1:ixc; 1:p\.tk>uc; cxU'tOU 

4 E:v"tfj€~ 

5 noaa 1) 'I ou&xia xwpa 

KQlOl 'IEpocrOAU~'tQlnOv't€~ 

E:v 1:Q 'Iop&lvu no1:CXJ..l4l 

9 ano Nnl:ap€1: rik r<XA!Aaiac; 

12 Etc;; n)v €pnp.ov 

13 E:v 1:fj E:pi\p.!f! 

14 Etc;; n'\v r <XA!Aatav 

15 t)fkxcriAEia mG 8€oG 

16 napa n'\v 86Aacrcrav rile;; r aAWxiac;; 

21 Eic;;K~vaoup. 

Ei~ n'\v auvaywyrw 

23 E:v 1:fj auvaywyfj aU't:WV 
28 El~ OAT\V n)v n€ptxwpov rile;; r <XA!Aaiac;; 
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19 tK tfk atJvaywyf)<; 

eic; 'tflv oiKiav Ii!Jwvcx; Kai · Avap€ou 

33 npOc; 'tflv 9\Jpav 

35 eic; ep11J.LOV t0110V 

38 eic; tile; txo1J€vac; KWIJ0110AElc; 

39 eic; tile; atJvaywyQc; crutwv 

eic; OAT)V rl!v raA.lA.aiav 

45 eic; n6AlV 

tpfu.lmc; t6n0lc; e(w rn 
np0c; crutov navto9ev 

<2> ruXAlV eic; K~VO:OUIJ 

tv o'iKq.~ 

13 napa 'tflv eaAaaoav 

14 tni tO t£AWVIDV 

15 tv 'tfj oiK~ crut:ou 

atJVa11€K€lVt:O 

23 OuX t:WV onopt!JWV 

26 eic; 1:ov o'tKov toG 9eou 

<3> 1 El<; 'tflv atJVa)'WytlV 

7 npOc; 'tflv 96Mooav 

ana tfk raA.lA.niac; 

Kat ana t:flc; 'I ouOaiac; 

8 Kal. ano ' I epoooAUIJWV 

Kal ana t:fic; 'I OOuiJOiac; 

Kat n€pav t:OU 'I opOOvOU 

Kai nepl. T(Jpov Kai I!.OWva 

13 eic; to Opoc; 
2D . ... El<; OlKOV 

22 oi ypa!J!Jat:El<; oi ano 'IepoooAUIJWV 

24 jJwnA.eia 

ti jJaolA.eia tKelvT) 

25 oiKia 

ti oiKia tKeiVT) 

rJ eic; 'tflv oiKiav 

'tflv oiKiau crutou 

31 €(w 

34 nepl. crut:ov K~ 

"l& 
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<4> 

4 

5 

7 

8 

15 

16 

18 

11) 

21 

26 

28 

31 

32 

35 

36 

'51 

38 

39 

41 

<5> 1 

2 

3 

5 

11 

13 

20 

21 

22 

31 

35 

250 

napa n)v SMaaaav 

Eic; nA.o'lov E:v -rU BaMcrau 

npOc; ri)v 8<Wxaaav E:nl rile; yflc; 

napa ri)v ooov 
E:nl 'tO rtHpWOEc; 

Eic; 'tilt; ixKavEb; 

Eic; n)v yflv n)v K<lAflv 

ri)v ooov 

E:nl 'ta rtE'tflWBfl 

Eic; '[ac; O:Kave~ 
E:nl ri)v yflv ri)v KcxAT\V 

tmo 'tOV J..I.OOIOV Tl UnO ri)v KA.ivT}v 

E:n l rile; yflc; 

1\yfl 
E:n l rile; yflc; 

E:nl.ri)c;yflc; 

UnO ri)v O'KUxv Kcrt:aaKT]VOW 

Eic; 'tO nE:pav 

E:v 'tq, nA.oiq> 

J..I.EYMfl CxvEJ..I.OU 

Kal 'tCx KUJ..I.ma 

E:v LU 1tpUJ..I.VU E:nl 'tO 1tf>OO'K€~tov 

'[q, ixv€JJ.Ifl Kal -rU BaMcrau 

EK01ta0'€V 0 W€J..I.<>c; 

ycx).f}Vfl J..I.EYMfl 

o WEJ..I.oc; Kal it 96Aaaaa 

Eic; 'to nE:pav rile; 9aMcr<TT]C; Eic; n)v xWpall 'twv rEpam\vwv 

EK '[WV J..I.V'I'\J..I.€lwV 

E:v 'tole; JJ.vfu.uxcrtv 

E:v mlc; JJ.vfu.uxcrtv 

npOc; 'tq, opEt 

Eic; n)v B<Wxaaav 

E:v LU 6.€Kan6A€t 

Eic; 'tO nE:pav 

napa ri)v 96Aaaaav 

Etc; 'tWV OpXtaUVaywywv 

auv9A.itk>v'ta 

ano 'toO OpXtaUvaywyou 
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36 '[~ OpXLOUVc:xywyqJ, 

38 ei~ 'tCIV o'Ucov mG OpXLouvc:xywyov 

40 iSnou ~v 'tO nmBiov 

<6> eit; n)v natpiOO mn:oO 

2 E:v .U ouvc:xywyij 

4 E:v .U natpilh aU'tOU 

Kal E:v m'lt; ouyyeveG<nv a\Jm\l 

Kai E:v LU oiKit;t aU'tOU 

6 .ac; KWJ..l!:lC; KUKA4J 

8 eit; ooov 

10 eit; oiKiav 

11 8c; av •6ncx; 

17 E:v lj>uAalcu 

21 Lflt; r aA.v.a~ac; 
n E:v .U lj>uAalcu 

31 eit; EPT\J..lOV 't6nov 

32 eit; EPT\J..lOV 'tonov 

33 ano naa&v 'twv n6A.ewv 

35 ~Epru..lc'>t; E:<n:w o •6nat; 

36 eit; 'to\Jc; KUKA4J irypoUI; Kai KWJ.lOI; 

45 'to n€pav npO<; Bn9acit&xv 

46 eit; 'tO 5poc; 

~ E:v J..l€04' rile; 9aA.aaOT)<; · 

E:n i rile; yflc; 

48 rnt Lflt; 9aA.aaanc; 

49 E:ni rilt; 9aA.0001)<; 

S1 np0<; aULO\Jc; eic; 'tO nAOloV 

S3 elt; r evvnaaph 

S4 E:K 'toG nA.oiou 

S5 iSA.11v LftV XWpav 

56 eic; KWJ..lac; f1 eit; n6A.ett; i) eit; irypoUt; E:v •a'lt; iryopaU; 

<7> oi (J)apLaatOL Kai 'tlVEt; 'tWV YpaJ..lJ..lCX't€WV ana 'IepoaoAUJ..lWV 

4 an . iryop&; 

17 
. .,. 

Elt; OUCOV 

1A eit; t:a iSpta T(Jpou 

elt; oiKiav 

26 'EU.nvtr;, l:upo+owilctaaa t:~ ytvet 
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30 Ei<;; 'tOV oUc:ov 

31 e:K 'twv opiwv TUp<>u 

B..a Iwwvoc; 

de;; rl!v BtW:roaav rile;; faA!Aai.ac; 

ava JiEUOV 'tWV Opiwv Ll£Kan6A£wc; 

34 eic;; 'tov o\Jpavov 

<8> 3 ' .,. ',.., €l<;; OUC:OV Q\l'tWV 

ev 'tfj<l&p 

10 de;; 'ta J.lEP'l L\aAJ.lavou9cl. 

11 OT\J.lEiov cino 'toO o\JpavoO 

13 Ei<;; 'tO ntpav 

14 ev '[~nAo~ 

22 Ei<;; BT\8aa·w 

23 E~W rile;; KWJ.ll'\<;; 

26 ' "' ' ,.., El<;; OUC:OV QU'tOU 

Ei<;; rl!v KWJ.ll'\V 

ZT Ei<;; 'tCx.c; KW}ial; KataapEi.ac; 'tTl<; llltAimtou 

ev 'tfj O&p 
33 6niaw J.lOU 

34 6niaw}iou 

OlcoAouEJei'tw J.lOl 

<9> 2 Eic;;Opoc;~v 

7 Ek rile; V€~AT\<;; 
9 eK 'toO 6pouc; 
20 rni rile;; yflc; 

28 
. ... €l<;;OUC:OV 

30 B..a rile;; f«lA!Aaiar; 

33 Ei<;; Ka+opvoouJ.l 

ev 'tfj<l&p 

34 ev 'tfj O&p 
42 Ei<;; rl!v SOA.aaaav 
43 Eic; rllv ~wflv il de;; rl!v y€£vvav 
45 ei<;; rl!v ~wflv il Eic; rllv y€£vvav 
~ ei<;; rl!v PcxulAE:i.av 'toO 8eo0 il ei<;; rl!v y€£vvav 
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<10> 1 Eic; 'ta lSpux rile; 'Iou&xiac; [Kat] ntpav 'toO 'Iop&xvou 

10 Eic; rl!v oi!Ci.av n6Aw 

17 Eic; Ol>Ov 

21 Gftaaupav tv oUpav4! 

OlcoN>U9n J..LOl 

23 Eic; rl!v tJaoiAEi.av 'tOU 9EOU 

24 Eic; rl!v fkxaiAEi.av 'tOU 9EOU 

25 Bt!l •puJ..LO).liic; pa.j>iOOc; 

de; rl!v jbriAEi.av 'toU 9EOU 

28 TtlCOAOuO!llCaJ..I.EV O'Ol 

1!) oi!Ci.av 

30 oi!Ciac; 

32 tv -rU 6&!'> 
de; . I Ef>OaOAU)..LQ 

rtpo<Xywv 

OlcoN>u9oOvuc; 

33 Eic; 'IEpoaOAUJ..la 

'57 ... Elc; O'OU 

tiC BE(tWV lCQL Etc; t( OplO"tEpWV 

40 tiC ~(!Wv J..LOU fl t( EUwvUJ..LWV 

43 EVUJ..llv 

tv UJ..llv 

46 Eic; 'IE:plXW 

am) ' Ieplxw 

napa rl!v ooov 

52 tv -rU 6&!'> 

<11> Eic; ' IEpoaOAUJ..la 

Eic; 81"19~ Kat Bfl9aui.av npOc; 'tO ~Opoc; 'twv 'EA.a!Wv 

2 Eic; rl!v lCWJ..LflV 

4 npOc; 8Up<xv 

€(w rnl mO (q.l.+600u 

8 Eic; rl!v OBOv 

tiC 'tWV CrypWV 

10 ,; tJaoiAeia mO na"tpOc; 1\J..Lwv ~auiB 

tv 'tOle; ~tO"tOlc; 

11 de; '1Epoa6AUJ..La 

eic; 'tO lEpOV 

Elc; Bfl8alli.av 
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12 &no B,Baviac; 

13 ElOpa 

15 Etc;; 'IEpoaOAUJ.lCX 

Eic; 'tO lEpOV 

'to\Jc;; ayopcl(;.ov'tac; £v Tc$ iEpi!J 

16 litO: mG iEpoG 

17 ' 0 o"uc6c; J.lOU o'Ucoc; npoaEU)(f\c; 

anflAalOV ATJ(7'[WV 

l9 e(w 'tf\c;; n6XEwc; 

20 tijv OUKTlV 

23 Tc$ OpEt WU'tq! 

Eic;; tijv 9<Wxaaav 

25 6 nanlf> UJ!WV 6 €v 'tote;; o\Jpavo'lc; 

n Etc;; 'IEpoaOAUJ.la 

EV Tc$ lEpc$ 

<12> AJ,tnEXWva 

~payJ!OV 

UnOA{jVtOV 

nupyov 

KCXlOnEliT'\J,tTlOEV 

2 npOc;; mUc;; yEwpyoUc;; 

4 nW.tv npOc;; aU'toUc; 

5 KCXl OAAOV OnEO'tEtAEV 

6 npOc;; aU'toUc;; 

7 "'KAT)p<>VOJ.lla 

8 I €(w mG aJ,tnEAWVO<; 

9 't6v aJ,tnEAWVa 

10 /\i9ov 

ywviac;; 

14 tijv ooov 'tOU 9Eo0 

25 EV mlc;; oupavotc;; 

26 eni 'tOU jXc'tOU 

35 EV Tc$ iEpc$ 

38 EV amXcxlc;; Kat aanaaJ,toUc;; £v 'tate;; ayopalc;; 

39 Kai npw'toKa{)Ebpiac;; £v Talc;; auvaywycx'lc;; 

Kat npwToiCAtaiac;; ev Tote;; bEinvOtc;; 
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40 'ti.ll; oi.Ki.ac; 'tWV xl'lflWv 

41 'toO ya«;.o+uMiciou 

<13> 1 EK 'toO i€po0 

no'tanot Ai9ot Kat no'tanat oixoOOJUXi 

2 '[(X\)'[(1(;; 'tclc;; J.lEY~ OUcoOOJ.l!lc; 

3 Elc; 'tO ~Opoc; 'twv 'EAatwv 

Ka't€vav'tl'toOl€pou 

8 Ka'ta 't6nouc; 

9 Eic; auv€opta 

Kat Eic; auvaywy«*; 

14 'to Bo€AuyJ,La Tile; Epru.lWO'€wc; 

£v 't1\ 'Iou5a~Q 

€L«; 'tO 6p'l 

24 oi)A!OC;; 

T) O'€ATtLITl 

2S oi CtutEpEc; €K 'toO o\Jpavou 

ai ouvixJ,l£wc; ai £v m'lc; o\Jpavo'lc; 

26 £v V€,EAat<;; 

Tl EK '[WV '[£0'0'CrpwV clvEJ.lWV 

an · &Kpou yilc;; ewe; &Kpou o\Jpavou. 

31 0 oupavQc; Kat T) yi1 

32 oiayyEAOlEVoupav~ 

34 "d!v oixiav a\Jmu 

<14> 2 €v 't1\ €op't1\ 

3 £v BT\9av~Q €v -rU oi.KIQ .nJ.LWvoc; 'toO ArnpoO 

Ka'tal(€ lJ.lEVOU 

OMlXxO"tpoV 

12 TToO 

13 €ic; "d!v n6AlV 

14 '[0 Ka'tclAUJ.lcl J.lOU 

15 avayawv J,L€ya 

16 Elc;; "d!v n6AlV 

1D Eic;; 'tO 'tpuf)Awv 

22 Op'tOV 

13 no'tftpwv 
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26 'tO "Opoc; 'twv 'EAa!Wv 

28 de; rllv ra>.v.aiav 

32 e:tc; xwpiov oo 'to lSvoJ.UX r e:9<JTU.LOVi 

35 rnl Ulc; yflc; 

43 J.le:'ta J.UXXaipWv Kal (uA.wv 

47 rllv ).Ulxatpav 

48 J.le:'ta J.UXXaipWv Kal ( UA.wv 

49 iv 't<'iJ te:p(il 

54 ano J.UXKp69e:v ewe; €CJW e:ic; rllv aW..nv to\l OpXlEp€wc; 

62 EK oe:(!Wv 

J.le:'ta 'twv ve:~).Wv 'toV m)pavoO 

66 iv t1\ al!Xij 

<15> nap€&.lKav IT tAatlfl 

7 iv 'tfj <n:ooe:1 

16 EO'W rile; al!Xflc;, lS E<n:lV Ttpal'tWp\OV 

17 nopcj»upav Kal. &Kav9wov <n:€~ov 

'12 rnl. 'tOV foXyo8Q:v 'tOTtOV 

Kpaviou T6noc; 

24 a'taupoOaw 

25 £<n:<XUpwaav 

Zl a'taupoOatv 

33 €4> ' lSX11v rllv yflv 

38 'tO Ka'taTtE'taaJ.la mO vaoO 

40 ano J.laKp09e:v 

41 €v -rn ra>.v.a~ 
e:ic; 'Ie:poa6XuJ.UX 

43 rllv j3ao!Ae:iav 'toO 9e:o0 

46 'tfj aw06v1 

Kal. €v J.lVT\J.lE:Up 

Xi8ov 

€nl. rllv 9Upav 'toO J.lVT\J.le:iou 

<16> 2 €nl. 'tO J.lVT\J.lE:loV 

3 'tov Xi9ov 

EK rile;~ 

'tOU J.lli1'\J.l€loU 
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4 6 A.i9oc; 

5 El~ 'tO J..lllTl).Uolo\1 

£11 'tOl~ fiE~tOl~ 

6 6 't6noc; onou 

7 Ei~ 't'l)v r<JAt.Aaiav 

Tabulation 

5.2.4 Narrative point of view on the topographical level of Mark's story of Jesus 

5.2.4.1 Introduction 

The tabulation of the different settings in Mark (see again section 5.2.3) will now be 

used as ernie data to try and understand how the narrator in Mark's story interprets the 

different settings in which Jesus' activities took place. In extracting ernie data from the 

above table of settings/spatial designations, the following will receive attention: First, 

the settings in which Jesus' ministry took place will be investigated (section 5.2.4.2), 

and second the spatial designations that Jesus referred to in his teaching will be looked 

at (section 5.2.4.3). 

5.2.4.2 Settings in which Jesus' activities took place 

The extracting of ernie data from the text (in our case the different settings in Mark), is 

done relative to the main aim of this study, that is, in order to determine whether or not 

the settings of Galilee and Jerusalem have political implications in the Gospel. 

However, as it will be argued later, in Mark there are also 'settings in settings' ( e g set

tings like house/synagogue in the setting Galilee), that are also important for our dis

cussion of the possible political implications of space as a narrative element in Mark. 

Therefore, our discussion of the settings in which Jesus' activities took place, will be 

divided as follows: First, attention will be given to the larger settings/areas in which 

Jesus travelled, healed and taught (section 5.2.4.2.1). Second we will look at more 

specific settings in which Jesus' activities took place (section 5.2.4.2.2). 

For the following discussion I am greatly indebted to the insights of Lohmeyer 

(1936), Marxsen (1958), Malbon (1982, 1984, 1986a) Rhoads & Michie (1982), Van 

Iersel (1982a, 1982b, 1983, 1989) and Dormeyer (1992). Some of their insights are ~t 

times combined and adapted. The discussion, however, is also a product of my own 

studies in this regard (see VanEck 1986, 1988, 1990, 199lb), especially the settings 

and spatial relations discussed in sections 5.2.4.2.2 and 5.2.5. 
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5.2.4.2.1 The larger settings/areas in which Jesu•s' activities took place 

The larger settings/areas in which Jesus travelled diu ring his ministry, as narrated by 

Mark and abstracted from the above tabulation in sec=:tion 5.2.3, look as follows: 

258 

1:9 Lfl~; raA!Aai,a(; 

1:14 El<; n'lv faA!Aaiall 

1:16 n'lv 96Maaw 

Lfl~; r aA!Aaia<; 

1:28 Et<; OATJV n'lv nEptxwpov 

Lfl~; r aA v.a~a<; 

1:39 El<; OATJV 

n'lv faA!Aaiall 

3:7 ana Lfl~; raAv.aia<; 

5:1 El<; n'lv xwpav 

TWV f€pc:xo11VWV 

5:20 EV Tfj 6€Krot6A€l 

6:8 €i<; ooov 
6:21 rij<; faAWx\a<; 

6:55 oA.TJv n'lv xwpav 

1-:JA Ei.c; Ta opi.CX T\Jpou 

7:31 EK TWV opiwv T\Jpou 

l>Lix Ltl>Wvoc; 

El<; n'lv 96Maaw 

Lfl~; r aA\Aaia<; 

twa J.lEO"OV Twv 

opiwv 6€Krot6A€W<; 

8:10 Ei<; Ta J.lEPTJ 

6aAJ.l<XIIouS<i 

------------------------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------·---------
8:Zl 

8:33 

8:34 

9:30 

9-.33 

9-.34 

€v'!:fj~ 

6nlawJ.lOU 

6niaw J.lOU 

OKOAouS€lTW J.liOL 

€vl:fj~ 

€vl:fj~ 
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10:1 

10:17 

10'.21 

10'.28 

10'.32 

10'.33 

10:46 

10'.5'2 

£ic; 1:a lSpi.Q rile; 

'Iou&x~ [Kal.) 

ntpav 1:oG ' Iop&lvou 

de; 660v 

OKOAoU9€t J!Ol 

flKOAouOitKCXJ.lEV OOl 

E:vl:fj~ 

npoaywv 
OlcoXou9oGv't€c; 

£ic; 'l€ptxw 

ixno 'l€ptxw 

napan)v006v 

E:vl:fj~ 

The settings of Jesus' activities 

11:1 £ic;; 'l€pooOAUJ.la 

11:8 £ic; n)v 006v 

11:11 de; 'I €pDoOAUJ.la 

11:15 £ic;; 'I€poo6AUJ.la 

11:27 £ic; 'I€pooOAUJ.la 

12:14 n)v 660v 1:oG 9€oG 

14:18 ~tc;; n)v rM.IAaiall 

15:41 

16:7 

From the above it is clear that the narrator, in terms of the spatial structure in Mark, 

divides Jesus' ministry into three stadia or periods: In Mark 1:16 up to Mark 8:26 

Jesus operates in Galilee, from Mark 8:27 to Mark 10:52 Jesus is on 'the way' to 

Jerusalem, and in Mark 11: 1-16:8 the narrator situates Jesus in the surroundings of and 

in Jerusalem. These three periods will now respectively be discussed in sections 

5.2.4.2.1.1, 5.2.4.2.1.2 and 5.2.4.2.1.3. 

5.2.4.2.1.1 Jesus in Galilee: Mark 1:16-8:26 

Let us first look in more detail at Jesus' activity in Galilee (Mk 1:16-8:26). After 

Mark 1:9, where the narrator informs the reader that Jesus' native place is the village 

Nazareth in Galilee, the reader is informed that Jesus, after his baptism and the tempta

tion in the desert (or in a deserted place), came down to Galilee to start proclaiming the 
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good news of God (Mk 1:14). In relation to Mark 1:14, Breytenbach (1984:151; my 

emphasis) makes the following comment: 'In Mk 1,14, dessen Aussagen auch dazu 

dienen, eine Szene zu bilden, wird die Zeit punktuell festgelegt: nach der Auslieferung 

des Johannes. Jetzt weiss der Leser auch den Ort: Galilaa'. Or, in the words of 

Freyne (1988:34-35): The narrator in Mark 1:14, 'casually introduces Galilee [as] the 

main theater for the action to follow'. From these first fifteen verses, therefore, two 

conclusions can be drawn: First, the narrator clearly indicates that the protagonist of 

the narrative is Jesus. And second, the protagonist's main interest, regarding where his 

activities will take place, is that of Galilee. 

In Mark 1:16, the narrator introduces the helpers of the protagonist; Jesus calls his 

first disciples at the Sea of Galilee. After Jesus healed a man with an unclean spirit in 

the synagogue of Capemaum, we read that his fame went into all of Galilee. After 

more healings and exorcisms (Mk 1 :29-34), Jesus becomes so popular that 'the whole 

city was gathered around the door' (Mk 1:33 )2. These successes of Jesus are also the 

reason for him going 'throughout Galilee, proclaiming the message ... and casting out 

demons (Mk 1 :39). The narrator thus pictures Jesus' activity on his first day in 

Capemaum in such a manner that Jesus (as the protagonist of the narrative) is, from the 

start, seen by the reader as being highly successful. According to Mk 1:45, Jesus' 

cleansing of the leper (Mk 1 :40-46), and the leper's subsequent proclamation of what 

Jesus did for him, had the effect that Jesus now was so popular 'that Jesus could no 

longer go into a city openly ... and people came to him from every quarter' (Mk 

1 :45)3. The point that has to be stressed here, however, is the fact that all this takes 

place in Galilee. Not only does the narrator specifically refer to Galilee in Mark 1:9 

and 1:14, but in Mark 1:16, 28, 39 and indirectly in Mark 1:21 and 1:45 as well. 

This was also the pattern in Jesus' ministry up to Mark 4:35 when Jesus and his 

disciples leave Galilee for the first time by crossing the Sea of Galilee to end up in the 

country of the Gerasenes (Mk 5: 1). Jesus' activity up to this crossing of the Sea of 

Galilee, that is from Mark 2:1 to Mark 4:35, can be described as follows: More 

people are healed (Mk 2:1-12; 3:1-6, 10), more exorcisms take place (Mk 3:10-12), 

one more disciple is called (Mk 2: 13-17), the twelve are appointed (Mk 3: 13-19), and 

teaching takes place beside the sea to both the crowd (Mk 4:1-9) and Jesus' disciples in 
private (Mk 4:10-34). 

A new development in the narrative also comes to the fore in Mark 2:1 up to 4:35 

in that the narrator introduces the reader to the main opponents (antagonists) of Jesus in 

Galilee: The local scribes (Mk 2:6), the scribes from Jerusalem (Mk 3:22), the 

Pharisees (Mk 2:16) and the Herodians (Mk 3:6). Their presence leads to con

troversies surrounding Jesus' interpretation of fasting (Mk 2:18-22), the sabbath (Mk 
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2:23-28) and the question whether healing is allowed on the sabbath or not (Mk 3: 1-6). 

Jesus, however, triumphed in each case over his opponents (Mk 2: 19-22; 2:25-28; 

3:4). As indicated above, one group of antagonists that Jesus will encounter in 

Jerusalem, the scribes from Jerusalem (oi "fPCiiJ.IJ.CiTBL<; oi aTo 'JepoO'OAV/).WJI KetTet{3av

rec;), is already, at this stage of the narrative, introduced by the narrator (Mk 3:22). 

When they saw how large the crowd was that was following and gathering around Jesus 

(great numbers came to Jesus from Judea, Jerusalem, Idumea, beyond the Jordan and 

from the region around Tyre and Sidon; cf Mk 3:8), the scribes from Jerusalem tried to 

discredit Jesus by labelling him as being from Beelzebul. Jesus' answer to them, 

however, was such that it silenced them. 

Up to this point, the narrator therefore pictures Jesus as highly successful, also in 

regard to his controversies with his adversaries in Galilee, and especially those coming 

from Jerusalem. Earlier in the narrative, his teaching made such an impression on the 

crowd that they 'were all amazed, and they kept on asking one another, 'What is this? 

A new teaching - with authority! He commands even the unclean spirits, and they 

obey him.' (Mk 1:27). And in Mk 2:12: '[A]nd they were all amazed and glorified 

God, saying, We have never seen anything like this!' Jesus' teaching in Galilee was 

therefore not only highly successful, but his teaching, according to the 'crowds', was 

also new and had more authority than that of the Pharisees, or especially the scribes. 

Up to this point in the narrative, the following is therefore clear: The protagonist in 

the narrative is Jesus, and his interest is Galilee (cf Mk 1:16, 21, 28, 39, 45; 2:1, 13; 

3:7, 19; 4:1 ). More specifically, his interest in Galilee is that of healing the sick, 

exorcising demons/spirits and teaching (cf Mk 1:21-2:12; 3:1-5; 4:1-34). The helpers 

of the protagonist are the disciples (cf Mk 1:16-20; 2:14; 3:13-19). The antagonists of 

Jesus' mission are the scribes and Pharisees (cf Mk 1 :22; 2:6, 18, 24; 3:2) and the 

Herodians (cf Mk 3:6). The scribes' and Pharisees' interest, however, is not Galilee, 

but Jerusalem (cf Mk 3:22; see also Mk 7: 1). In Galilee itself, however, their interest 

is the synagogue (cf Mk 1:22; 3:1), not eating with sinners and tax collectors (Mk 

2:16), fasting (Mk 2:18-22) and the keeping of the sabbath (Mk 2:23-3:5). However, 

the target of the protagonist has also been identified by the narrator, namely the crowds 

(cf Mk 1:27, 33; 2:2, 13; 3:7-10). The crowd is also described as people among 

whom some had many illnesses or were possessed (cf Mk 1:33, 39, 40; 3:1, 11). 

As was said previously, in Mark 5: 1, Jesus arrived in the Gentile country of the 

Gerasenes. After healing the Gerasene demoniac and hearing his subsequent proclama

tion of Jesus, the people from Gerasa, like those in Galilee, were 'amazed' (Mk 5:20). 

By this episode, the target of the protagonist's mission is further identified: It also 

includes the Gentiles. Following this healing in Gerasa, Jesus returned to Galilee and 
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after restoring a girl to life (Mk 5:21-24, 35-43) and healing a woman who had been 

suffering from hemorrhage for twelve years (Mk 5:24-34), he again entered his native 

village, Nazareth. After teaching in the synagogue on the sabbath, the people were 

both astonished and offended because they knew that he was simply a carpenter, the 

son of Mary (Mk 6:3). Jesus, however, continued his ministry by going about the sur

rounding villages to preach. He also sent out the twelve on a mission to heal and teach 

(Mk 6:6-13). 

Following the narrator's report on the death of John the Baptist (Mk 6: 14-29), the 

disciples, returning from their very successful mission (Mk 6: 13), were again with 

Jesus in a boat crossing the Sea of Galilee trying to be alone for rest (Mk 6:31-32). 

Jesus, however, was now so popular with the crowds (his target), that when they 

arrived at their destination, a large crowd, which earlier had recognized them and saw 

them leaving, was waiting for them on the shore (Mk 6:33). After teaching and fee

ding them, Jesus sent the disciples to Bethsaida. However, because of the adverse 

wind, they arrived the next morning in Gennesaret (Mk 6:53) after Jesus, earlier in the 

night, came walking to them on the water (Mk 6:51). In Gennesaret again the crowds 

recognized Jesus 'and rushed about the whole region and began to bring the sick on 

mats to wherever they heard he was' (Mk 6:55). The narrator then tells us that Jesus 

healed them all (Mk 5:56). The narrator, at this stage of his narrative, thus pictures the 

protagonist's mission to his target (the crowds) as highly successful: Not only do 

people from as far as Tyre, Sidon and Jerusalem come to see Jesus (Mk 3:7), but also, 

wherever Jesus was travelling the people immediately recognized him as a 'folk-healer' 

(Mk 6:33, 54). 

In Mark 7: 1-13, presumably still in Gennesaret, Jesus again finds himself in debate 

with his antagonists on Galilean soil, the Pharisees and scribes from Jerusalem. The 

subject being debated is that of the 'tradition of the elders' which stipulates that before 

eating, hands and food had to be washed (Mk 7:3-4). Jesus however, silenced them 

again with his answer. In Mark 7:14-23 we find Jesus once again teaching the disciples 

and the crowd after which he sets out and goes to the region of Tyre (Mk 7:24). There 

he has an encounter with a Syrophoenician woman (Mk 7:24-30) and then, by way of 

the Sea of Galilee, travels to the region of the Decapolis (Mk 7:31). Here Jesus cures a 

deaf man (Mk 7:32-35) and again the people 'were astounded beyond measure' (Mk 

7:37). 

In Mark 8:1-10, Jesus feeds a large crowd for the second time, still in 'non

Jewish' territory (see Van Aarde 1986b:229-256)4. After this second feeding, Jesus 

and his disciples travel by boat to Dalmanutha (Mk 8: I 0) where again we find the 

Pharis.ees in debate with Jesus, this time asking from him a sign from heaven to test 
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him (Mk 8:11-13). Jesus however again silences them with his answer. Then he and 

the disciples cross the Sea of Galilee and arrive in Bethsaida (Mk 8:22) where Jesus 

heals a blind man (Mk 8:22-26). 

To summarize: The ernie data in regard to the spatial designations in Mark 1: 16-

8:26, that is, the natives' point of view of the narrator, can be described as follows: In 

this section of the narrative, the narrator depicts a highly successful protagonist who 

travels in Galilee and its vicinity5. Jesus' success, and the subsequent amazement of 

the crowd, as well as the spreading of Jesus' fame throughout all of Galilee, are pic

tured by the narrator as a result of the following activities of Jesus: He exorcises 

unclean spirits/demons (Mk 1:21-27, 32-34, 39; 5:1-20), heals (Mk 1:29-31, 32-34, 

40-44; 2:1-12; 3:1-5, 10; 5:21-42; 6:53-56; 7:24-37; 8:22-26), teaches (Mk 1:39; 4:1-

34; 6:34; 7:14-23; 8:14-21) and feeds the crowds (Mk 6:35-42; 8:1-10). The crowds 

are therefore clearly depicted as the target of the protagonist's mission. Jesus also has 

power over nature (Mk 4:35-41; 6:45-51). He calls his helpers, the disciples (Mk 

1:16-20; 2:13-17), appoints the Twelve (Mk 3:13-19), and sends them on their own 

mission, and also to the crowds6 (Mk 6:6-12), which they carry out successfully (Mk 

6: 13). 

In his conflict with the antagonists in the narrative, that is, local scribes (Mk 2:6) 

and the scribes and the Pharisees that came down from Jerusalem (Mk 3:22; 7:1) Jesus 

(the protagonist) is also portrayed by the narrator as highly successful. In every case 

Jesus answered them in such a manner that they are silenced (Mk 2:6-12, 18-22, 23-27; 

3:1-5, 22-30; 7:1-13; 8:11-13). Because of this, the crowd, as target of the protago

nist, acclaimed his new teaching (Mk 1 :27) as having more authority than the Pharisees 

and the scribes, and therefore followed Jesus in large numbers (Mk 3:7-9; 4:36). 

Sometimes the numbers of the crowds were so large that Jesus and the disciples tried to 

go to more deserted places to rest (Mk 1 :38; 6:32 ), but also that was impossible, 

because everywhere Jesus went the crowd recognized him as the one who was healing 

the ill (Mk 1 :33; 2: l; 3:20; 6:33, 53; 7:24). 

In Galilee, therefore, Jesus (the protagonist) and his disciples (the helpers) are 

characterized as being successful, especially in tenns of the crowds (the target of the 

protagonist's and his helper's mission). The protagonist's fame spread all over Galilee 

(Mk 1 :45; 3:7) and its surroundings (Mk 5:20). The spreading of the protagonist's 

fame is also portrayed by the narrator as following more or less the same pattern: 

Jesus teaches, heals or exorcises (an) unclean spirit(s), the one that is healed or the one 

from whom the spirit is driven proclaims to others in the village or vicinity what Jesus 

has done, and as a result of this proclamation the 'crowds' came to Jesus (e g Mk 1 :45; 

5:20). 
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What is also interesting is that the narrator, even when Jesus' activities took him 

outside the borders of Galilee in Mark 1:16-8:26, makes sure that the reader also con

nects these activities of Jesus outside of Galilee with those in Galilee. This connection 

is made by the narrator with his remark in Mark 3:8: '[H]earing all that he was doing, 

they came to him in great numbers from Judea, Jerusalem, Idumea, beyond the Jordan, 

and the region around Tyre and Sidon'. When Jesus thus traveled in the regions of Ty

re, Sidon or the Decapolis (i e beyond the Jordan}, his activities there were closely 

related (by the reader) to his activities in Galilee. Thus, every time Jesus traveled out

side Galilee into the gentile areas, the narrator describes the itinerary of Jesus in such a 

way that in each case Jesus almost immediately traveled back to Galilee (e g Mk 7:31). 

This pattern is also followed when Jesus traveled for example to the Decapolis; the nar

rator locates the Decapolis as eiq TftP raALAaiaq (Mk 7:31), that is, in the close vici

nity of Galilee. 

Finally, another interesting aspect can be mentioned. In Mark 3:8, the narrator 

infonns the reader that Jesus was so popular that great numbers of people from Judea, 

Jerusalem, Idumea, beyond the Jordan, and the region around Tyre and Sidon came 

down to Galilee to see him. Later in the narrative Jesus' visits to all these places are 

recorded, except for Jerusalem 7. The conclusion therefore can be made that the nar

rator, with this narrating technique, manipulates the reader to interpret Jesus' successes 

as being part of, connected with, and belonging to the interest of Galilee. Jesus 

traveled through the whole of Galilee and its surroundings. People from Galilee and its 

surroundings came to Jesus, also from Jerusalem. Jesus, however, did not go to 

Jerusalem. 

5.2.4.2.1.2 Jesus in Jerusalem: Mark 11:1-16:8 

In this section of Mark' s story, the 'success story' of Jesus in Galilee, is finally turned 

around by the narrator. The turning point of the narrative, Mark 8:29, as well as 

Jesus' three passion announcements (Mk 8:31; 9:31; 10:32-34) now becomes a reality 

(see section 5.4.2.1.3). Initially, Jesus' successes in Galilee are narrated to be repeated 

on Jerusalem soil. The protagonist entered Jerusalem while being praised by the crowd 

(Mk 11: 1-1 0), and then visited the temple (Mk 11: 11). The following morning, after 

cursing the fig tree (Mk 11:12-14, 20-25), Jesus entered the temple, drove out those 

who were buying and selling, turned over the tables of the money-changers and also 

forbade anybody to carry anything through the temple. The result of these deed(s) of 

Jesus, is found in the next verses (Mk 11:18-19): Jesus' antagonists in Jerusalem, the 

chief priests and scribes, were now looking for a way to kill him. What was already 

hinted at in Mark 3:6 (where the Pharisees and the Herodians plotted to kill Jesus), as 
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well as in Jesus' three passion announcements (Mk 8:31; 9:31; 10:32-34), now seems 

to be coming to fulftllment. However, because 'the whole crowd was spellbound by 

his teaching, the scribes and chief priests were afraid of Jesus'. 

When Jesus entered Jerusalem on the following day, it is clear that the chief 

priests, scribes and elders, the antagonists of the nahative in Jerusalem were waiting 

for him (Mk 11 : 27). When Jesus entered the temple, they challenged his authority, 

presumably the authority on which grounds he cleansed the temple on the previous day. 

Jesus not only silenced them with his answer (as was the case in Galilee), but also told 

the parable of the wicked tenants (Mk 12: 1-11 )8. After listening to this parable of 

Jesus, the scribes, chief priests and elders, 'realized that he had told the parable against 

them' (Mk 12: 12), and again wanted to arrest him, 'but they feared the crowd. So 

they left him and went away' (Mk 12: 12). 

The chief priests, scribes and elders however were now looking to trap Jesus with 

something that would give them a reason to arrest him. They therefore sent some of 

the Pharisees and Herodians to Jesus to ask him if one should pay tax to the emperor 

(Mk 12: 13-16). Again, however, as in Galilee, his answer amazed them. After ans

wering the Sadducees' question on the resurrection (Mk 12:18-27), and the scribes' 

question in regard to the first/great commandment, Jesus went on teaching the crowd in 

the temple, especially criticizing the scribes (Mk 12:35-40). Again, 'the large crowd 

was listening to him with delight' (Mk 12:37). 

After the narrated speech of Jesus in Mark 13 (see Vorster 1987b:203-222), the 

storyline of the scribes, chief priests and elders that are trying to arrest (and kill) Jesus, 

is taken up again in Mark 14: 1-2. Two days before the Passover and the festival of 

Unleavened Bread, they were looking for a way to arrest Jesus and kill him, but again 

they were afraid of the crowd present. By this the theme of Mark 11 : 18-19 and 12: 12 

is thus taken up again by the narrator. Their plan to kill Jesus then gets help from an 

unexpected ally, Judas Iscariot, one of the disciples of Jesus (Mk 14: 10). Judas then 

began to look for an opportunity to betray Jesus which he gets when Jesus is alone with 

his disciples without the crowd in the garden of Gethsemane. One of the protagonist's 

helpers thus became the helper of the antagonists. 

Early on the morning of the second day of the Unleavened Bread, after Jesus ate 

the Passover with his disciples on the previous evening (Mk 14:12-25), the scribes, 

chief priest and elders arrived in the garden. After Judas kissed Jesus (the sign he and 

the scribes, chief priests and elders agreed upon) they arrested Jesus and took him to 

the high priest. The chief priests and the whole council however could not get a tes

timony against Jesus to put him to death (Mk 15:55), so they decided to take Jesus to 

Pilate. Pilate however, also could not find anything against Jesus to execute him (Mk 
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15: 1-5). He realized as well that it was out of jealousy that the chief priests had 

handed over Jesus to him (Mk 15: 1 0), and therefore, he tried to get Jesus released in 

terms of his custom of letting a prisoner of the crowds choice go free during the feast 

(Mk 15:6). The crowd which was previously on Jesus' side, and the main stumbling 

block for the scribes, chief priests and elders in arresting Jesus (see Mk II: 18-19; 

12:12; 14:2), was stirred up by the chief priests to get Barabbas released (Mk 15:11) 

and Jesus crucified (Mk 15:13-15). After flogging Jesus , Pilate then handed him over 

for crucifixion (Mk 15:15). Jesus was then taken to the courtyard of the palace (Mk 

15:16), was mocked by the soldiers and led out by them to be crucified (Mk 15:20). 

Hence, they brought Jesus to a place called Golgotha, and crucified him. 

To summarize: The protagonist's 'success story' in Galilee is narrated by the nar

rator as initially repeated in Jerusalem. This is especially true of Jesus' conflict with 

his antagonists in Jerusalem, namely the Pharisees and Herodians (Mk 12: 13-17), Sad

ducees (Mk 12: 18-27), scribes, chief priests and elders (Mk 11 :27-33; 12:28-34). The 

result turns out to be the same as the one in Galilee: His antagonists were silenced and 

the crowd (the protagonist's target), like in Galilee, again were amazed by his teaching 

(Mk 12:37). However, especially because of Jesus' cleansing of the temple (Mk 

11: 15-19), they plan without delay to kill him. When their plan finally succeeds, not 

only is Jesus deserted by his disciples, but also the crowd who followed Jesus loyally 

even in Jerusalem, turns against him. Jesus thus 'loses' in Jerusalem. His 'success 

story' in Galilee is turned around by the narrator into the direct opposite, and by this 

the narrator poses Galilee and Jerusalem as two opposing settings in Mark. 

Above I have argued that the opposition between Galilee and Jerusalem in Mark is 

especially perceptible in the way in which the narrator structures the spatial designa

tions of Galilee and Jerusalem in the Gospel (see again section 5.2.4.2.1). In Mark 

1:16-8:26, Jesus operates only in Galilee, and in Mark 11:1-16:8 the story of Jesus, 

according to the narrator, takes the reader to Jerusalem. In Galilee, Jesus was success

ful and triumphed especially over the antagonists; in Jerusalem Jesus was unsuccessful 

and the antagonists triumphed over him. 

There are, however, also other aspects in Mark by which the narrator highlights 

this opposition. First, during Jesus' ministry in Galilee there were already a few 'hints' 

given to the reader that in Jerusalem the situation would be different for Jesus than in 

Galilee. In Mark 3:6, we read for the first time that a plan was made with the intention 

to kill Jesus. Also, when Jesus was on his 'way' from Galilee to Jerusalem (i e the sec

tion of Mk 8:27-10:52 which will be discussed below) Jesus announced on three occa

sions that he was going to be killed (cf Mk 8:31; 9:31; 10:32-34). The fact that Jesus 

would be rejected in Jerusalem was also suggested in the Galilee-section of the narra-
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tive: Not only was Jesus rejected in his native village, Nazareth (Mk 6: 1-6), but the 

narrator also describes the relationship between Jesus and his own family as being tense 

(Mk 3:31-35). 

This is also more or less the case in regard to Jesus' relationship with his disciples. 

In Jerusalem we see that the disciples fell asleep when Jesus asked them to keep awake 

and pray with him (Mk 14:32-42). Later they all, except for Peter, deserted him when 

he is captured (Mk 15:50), and later Peter also denied knowing Jesus (Mk 14:66-72). 

When Jesus was crucified, not one of the disciples was present. This desertion of the 

disciples was also hinted at by the narrator in Mark 1:16-8:26, especially in Mark 6:35-

42 and Mark 8: 1-1 0 when the disciples were asked by Jesus to feed the crowds and 

they were not able to do so. In terms of their previous successes (see Mk 6:13, 30), 

this inability of the disciples therefore clearly hints at their later inability to understand 

and follow Jesus accordingly. 

The same case can also be made out of Jesus' relation with the crowds. In Galilee, 

we saw, it was especially the crowd (the protagonist's target) that followed Jesus every 

place he went (Mk 1 :33; 2:1; 3:20; 6:33, 53; 7:24), and was amazed by his teaching. 

The crowds in Galilee is pictured by the narrator as not only coming from Judea, but 

also from 'Iepoao~VJ.LWJI KCXL a?ro rij~ 'woOVJ.LCXLCX~ KCXL ?repav TO~ 'lopoavov KCXL 7r8pL 

Tvpov m'i ELowva, that is, coming from Jerusalem, ldumea beyond the Jordan, and the 

region around Tyre and Sidon (Mk 3:8). Therefore, even in Galilee Jesus, according 

to the narrator, had control over some of the people in Jerusalem. Initially we saw that 

this was also the case in Jerusalem (cfMk 11:18; 12:12; 14:2). But in Mark 15:12-13 

they also turned against Jesus. While in Galilee, they were spellbound by Jesus, later 

in Jerusalem they were controlled by the chief priests (cf also Freyne 1988:57). 

The narrator also uses the protagonist's relationship with the antagonists on 

Galilean soil to further highlight the opposition between Galilee and Jerusalem by 

depicting the scribes and Pharisees, as oi "(PCXJ.LJ.LCXTB'i~ oi a?ro 'lepoao~VJ.LWJI (Mk 3:22) 

and oi ~apLaa'ioL KCXL TLJIB<; TWJI 'YPCXJ.LJ.LCXTBWJI e~90JIT8~ a?ro 'Iepoao~VJ.LWJI (Mk 7: 1), 

that is, both coming from Jerusalem. As we have seen, it was the scribes that could be 

seen as one of the main antagonists of the protagonist in Jerusalem, and perhaps the 

main opponent, if Jesus 1 remarks in Mark 12:35-40 are taken into consideration. 

Finally, Freyne (1988) notes the following aspects in Mark that also highlight the 

opposition between Galilee and Jerusalem9: During Jesus' ministry in Galilee, he 

traveled freely through the whole of Galilee and its surroundings, while in Jerusalem 

his activities were mainly confined to the temple (Freyne 1988:59). The protagonists' 

movements in Galilee into gentile regions seemed relaxed and informal, but in Jeru

salem, Jesus was only to be found in the temple where no Gentiles were allowed to be 
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present. In Galilee, Jesus went out to meet his target, in Jerusalem the people had to 

come to the temple. Also, in both Galilee and Jerusalem, the scribes were one of 

Jesus' main adversaries, thus highlighting the conflict between Galilee and Jerusalem 

(Freyne 1988:46). Furthermore, the only political figure in Galilee, Herod Antipas, 

did not intrude in the ministry of JesuslO, while in Jerusalem, Pilate played an influen

tial role in Jesus' crucifixion (Freyne 1988:36). In Galilee we find a woman who spent 

large amounts of money in trying to find a cure (Mk 5:26), while in Jerusalem the 

widow in the temple could only put two small copper coins in the treasury (Mk 12:41-

44; Freyne 1988:38)11. Finally, in Galilee Jesus ' ministry consists of healings, 

exorcisms, miracles and teaching, while in Jerusalem his ministry can mainly be 

depicted in terms of teaching (Freyne 1988:60). By these contrasts then, the narrator 

succeeds in structuring space in his narrative in such a manner that the opposition 

between Galilee and Jerusalem is further highlightedl2. 

5.2.4.2.1.3 Jesus being 'on the way': Mark 8:27-10:52 

In section 2.3.2 it was noted that Van Iersel (1982a: 117), reflecting on the work of 

Lohmeyer, Lightfoot, Marxsen and Kelber in relation to Galilee and Jerusalem in 

Mark, is of the opinion that all these studies have one shortcoming in common: They 

only concentrate on Galilee and Jerusalem, and consequently other spatial designations 

in the text do not get their due attention. Building on their insights, Van Iersel, in a 

series of articles (see Van Iersel 1982a, 1982b, 1983), proposed a spatial structure in 

Mark in which 'the way' of Jesus from Galilee to Jerusalem (i e Mk 8:27-10:52) 

should be seen as the most important spatial designation in the Gospel (see again sec

tion 2.3.2). The importance of this section is, according to him, highlighted in the text 

by the fact that Mark not only begins his narrative by referring to the way (Mk 1 :2-3), 

but also ends his narrative by referring again to the way of Jesus (Mk 16:7). Accor

ding to Van Iersel (1989:23-24), this section of Mark (Mk 8:27-10:45), known as 'the 

way' of Jesus, therefore, 'not only takes up the central position in the book, but also 

forms the central and prominent theme upon which the narrator wants to focus atten

tion' (Van Iersel 1989:24). 

In this regard Van Iersel argues that on this wayl3 Jesus speaks time and again of 

his own way of life. He tries to make it clear to his disciples that in view of the mis

sion he is to carry out by God's order (what he did in Galilee), and the plans of his 

adversaries to get rid of him (that which is going to happen in Jerusalem), he has to 

choose between disobedience to his mission and the risk of his life. As a consequence 

of his choice, he will go and meet his execution in Jerusalem. He also tries to make his 

disciples see that his own way of life (which they must take up when he dies) cannot 
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remain without the same consequence for them. This insight of Van Iersel has been 

noted by scholars like Pesch (1977), Malbon (1982, 1986a), Rhoads & Michie (1982) 

and VanEck (1986, 1988, 1990, 199lb). In an earlier study, I myself for example, 

argued that in terms of the insights of Van Iersel and Malbon, this way of Jesus can be 

best described in terms of the concept following in suffering (see inter alia Van Eck 

199lb:l039). 

The structure of this section in Mark (Mk 8:27-10:52) previously received atten

tion especially by scholars like Petersen (1978a, 1980a), Vorster (1980a, 1980b), 

Rhoads & Michie (1982), Best (1983), Van Eck (1984), Kingsbury (1989) and Van 

Eck & Van Aarde (1989) . Among these scholars, consensus has more or less been 

reached that the structure of this section in the narrative looks as follows: It is mainly 

structured around the three passion announcements of Jesus in Mark 8:31 , 9:31 and 

10:32-34. These three passion announcements of Jesus are respectively followed, first, 

by a lack of understanding by the disciples in terms of what Jesus is trying to tell them, 

and second, by a teaching of Jesus in regard to the correct way of following him. 

More specifically, this threefold cycle of passion announcement-misunderstanding

teaching boils down to the following: Mark 8:29 can be seen as the turning point of 

the success story of the protagonist in the narrative. In the Galilean section of the nar

rative the protagonist called his helpers, and the protagonist's mission to the crowds 

(the target of the narrative) was very successful. This was also the case with the hel

pers' mission to the crowds. However, in Mark 6:35-44 and Mark 8:1-10 it became 

clear that the helpers of the protagonist did not really understand who he was. This 

also became clear from the episodes in Mark 6:45-52 and Mark 7:14-21. In Mark 

8:27, Jesus then asks his disciples who they think he is, and in Mark 8:29 Peter 

acknowledges Jesus to be the Christ, but fails to comprehend that the Christ has to suf

fer. This then leads to the threefold cycle in Mark 8:27-10:52. 

The first cycle (Mk 8:31-9:1) starts with Jesus' passion announcement in Mark 

8:31. This is followed by Peter's misunderstanding in terms of what Jesus said by tel

ling Jesus that he would not let it happen (Mk 8:32-33). This then is followed by a 

teaching of Jesus on what it means to follow him in the way that he desires. The sec

ond cycle (Mk 9:31-37) again starts with a passion announcement of Jesus in Mk 9:31. 

This is followed by a lack of understanding on the part of the disciples of what Jesus is 

trying to tell them, and we find them arguing among themselves on who is the greatest 

(Mk 9:32). This then is followed by a teaching of Jesus through which he tries to tell 

them that, by putting a little child in their midst, the correct way to follow him is to be 

prepared to be last and the servant of all (Mk 9:33-37). This same pattern can be dis

cerned in the third cycle (Mk 10:32-45): First, Jesus announces his passion to come 
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(Mk 10:32-34). This is followed by the request by James and John to Jesus that they 

wanted to sit on his left and right hand after he is glorified (Mk 10:35-37). This then is 

again followed by a teaching of Jesus in which he tells them if they want to become 

great, they must become servants, and whoever wants to be first, must become a slave 

of all (Mk 10:38-45). In all three cycles Jesus' teaching thus emphasizes that to follow 

Jesus is to become like a slave, to serve, as he will be serving in his passion, thus fol

lowing in suffering. 

How does this section of the narrative relate to the sections on Galilee and 

Jerusalem? First, it serves as a bridge between the sections of Galilee and Jerusalem. 

The narrator shows the reader that to follow Jesus includes both opposition and success 

(as in Galilee), as well as suffering and hardship (that what is going to happen in 

Jerusalem). As such, the section of 'the way' further highlights the opposition between 

Galilee and Jerusalem in the Gospel. 

There is, however, an additional significant function of this section in the narrative 

of Mark, especially if it is related to two very important texts in Mark, namely Mark 

14:28 and 16:7. In our tabulation of the spatial relations in the Gospel, especially in 

the Jerusalem-section of the narrative (Mk 11:1-16:8; see section 5.2.4.2.1), except 

for the five occurrences of the spatial designation Jerusalem, the narrator also refers 

twice to Galilee. In these two references, the narrator is informing the reader that 

Jesus, after his death in Jerusalem, will go on to Galilee where the disciples will meet 

him. If the reader takes these 'hints' of the narrator seriously, he will realize that the 

story of Jesus in Mark not only starts in Galilee, but also ends in Galilee. It is a way 

from Galilee to Jerusalem, from success to 'failure', but is also a way that again ends 

(and begins) in Galilee. It will thus not end in failure, but rather in success, in that 

Jesus' disciples will start to follow him again in Galilee. If they are prepared to suffer 

like Jesus, they also will be successfui14. 

5.2.4.2.2 More specific settings in which Jesus' activities took place 

In section 5.2.4.2.1, attention was given to the larger areas in which Jesus, as narrated 

by the narrator, travelled during his ministry (i e Galilee, the way and Jerusalem). In 

this section, our attention is more specifically focused on certain spatial references in 

Mark that can be seen as 'settings in settings', for example house and synagogue as set

tings in the setting of Galilee, or the temple as a setting in the setting Jerusalem. 

As principle for selection is taken those settings in Galilee, on the way and in 

Jerusalem, in which Jesus' teaching, healings and exorcisms mostly took place (i e 

according to the narrator). When one looks at the different settings in Galilee in which 

Jesus taught and healed most frequently, the spatial references of village, house, 
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synagogue and temple immediately come to the fore. However, in Jerusalem it is clear 

that Jesus not only preferred to teach in the temple only, but also to stay outside the 

city during the evenings and nights (e g Mk 11:11, 19; 14:3, 13, 16, 32). Therefore, 

the spatial designation of 'outside the city' is also added to the settings that will be ana

lyzed in this section. The aim of analyzing these 'settings in settings' is to discern 

whether the geographical opposition between Galilee and Jerusalem, as explained in 

section 5.2.4.2 , is maintained when these settings are put under scrutiny. A tabulation 

of these settings looks as follows: 

1.:21 Eic;;K~vOOUJ.l 

1.:21 €ic; n)v 

awaywyr1v 

1:23 E:v'tfj 

awayw~ 

1:29 EK tile; 

auvaywyflc; 

1:29 Eic;; rilv 

oiKiav 

1:38 €L<; 'till; E:x.oJ.L€vac;; 

KWJ.lonOAE\<; 

1:JI) Eic; 'tile; 

auvaywyclc; 

1:4S +av€pWc; €il; 

n6AtV 

2:1 nW.tv Eic;; 

J<c+xpvaouJ.L 

2:1 E:voiKq.~ 

2:15 E:v 'tfj oiKIQ 

3:1 Eic; rilv 
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3:11) . "' €l<; OLKOV 

5:38 Eic; 'tOV 

"' ~ OLKOV 'tOU 
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The first conclusion that can be drawn in tenns of the above spatial structure of certain 

'settings in settings' in Mark is that the narrator is picturing a Jesus who, from Mark 

1:21 (his first healing) up to Mark 10:52 Uust before he entered Jerusalem), mainly 

perfonned his teaching, healing and exorcism in villages, houses and the synagogue. 

This connection between healing, teaching and exorcisms, on the one hand, and, 

on the other hand, village, house and synagogue is established in the narrative from the 

moment Jesus started his ministry in Galilee in Mark 1:21-29, Jesus' so-called 'day in 

Capemaum' (see Van Iersel 1989:56; Donneyer 1992:7). The narrator tells the reader 

that when Jesus arrived in Capemaum (Mk l: 21) he immediately went to the synagogue 

and healed a man with an unclean spirit (Mk 1 :21-28). According to Mark 1:29, Jesus 

left the synagogue and went directly to the house of Simon and Peter (Mk 1 :29) where 

on arrival he healed Simon's mother-in-law (Mk 1:31). Later in the evening of that 

same day, many were brought to him who were sick and possessed with demons, and 

they also are healed by Jesus. That this will be the pattern of Jesus' activity in Galilee 

is rounded off by the narrator in Mark l :39 when the reader is told that, after this first 

day in Capemaum, Jesus 'went throughout Galilee, proclaiming the message in their 

synagogues and casting out demons'. The narrator also typifies the ministry of Jesus in 

the villages, houses and synagogues as being so successful that • Jesus could no longer 

go into a city openly, but stayed out in the country; and people came to him from every 

quarter' (Mk 1 :45). 

The same pattern in Jesus' ministry can also be discerned in Mark 2:1 to 3:20. 

When Jesus arrived in Capemaum, he immediately again went to the house of Simon 

and Andrew (Mk 2:1 ). After teaching those present and healing a paralytic, Jesus left 

the house (Mk 2: 13), went to the Sea of Galilee where Levi is called, and then went to 
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Levi's house (Mk 2: 15) where he again taught. In Mark 3:1, Jesus again entered a 

synagogue, healed a man with a withered hand, set off to the sea (Mk 3:7), and again, 

in Mark 3:20, returned to the house of Simon and Andrew. In Mark 5:22, after return

ing from the other side of the Sea of Galilee, one of the leaders of the synagogue came 

to Jesus to seek help for his daughter (Mk 5:22). The narrator is thus telling the reader 

that what happened in Mark 3:8 is also now happening in Mark 5:22. In Mark 3:8 we 

read that because of Jesus' activity throughout all of Galilee (Mk 1 :39), people from 

Judea, Jerusalem, Tyre and Sidon came to Jesus. In Mark 5:22, most probably because 

of Jesus' activity in the synagogues, the leader of one of the synagogues was now com

ing to Jesus. The narrator, therefore, is telling the reader that Jesus' activities in the 

villages, houses and synagogues were highly successful. However, to return to our 

main argument, we read that Jesus, on the request of the leader of a synagogue, 

immediately went to his house where a girl was restored to life. 

In Mark 6: 1, Jesus again went to a synagogue, and in Mark 6:6 we find him teach

ing throughout the surrounding villages. Then the disciples were sent out on their own 

mission (Mk 6:7-13). What is of interest here is that Jesus, when he was giving them 

their instructions, told them to go only to houses (Mk 6: 10). In Mark 6:56 we again 

find a summary of Jesus' activity by the narrator in which the same pattern is reaf

firmed: 'And wherever he went, into villages or cities or farms, they laid the sick in 

the marketplaces, and begged him that they might touch even the fringe of his cloak; 

and all who touched it were healed'. This is also the case in Mark 7:1 to 10:52: We 

read that Jesus entered houses on many occasions (see Mk 7:17, 24; 8:26, 28; 10:10), 

and made use of these houses many a time as a operational setting for his healing and 

teaching practices (see Mk 8:22, 26, 27; 9:33). 

The connection between Jesus' activities and village, house and synagogue first 

established in Mark 1:21-29, and summarized in Mark 1:39 as well as in Mark 6:56, 

thus can be seen as the constant pattern of Jesus' activities in Galilee, as well as when 

Jesus is on his 'way' to Jerusalem. This aspect of Mark has also previously been noted 

by Malina (1981 :73), Freyne (1988:35-36), Lee (1988:66-67), Horsley (l989a:2) and 

Crossan (199la:340; see especially section 6.4.4.4 where this point of view of Crossan 

is elaborated on). In this regard, Freyne (1988:35) makes the interesting remark that 

although the narrator depicts Jesus' main center of activity as Galilee (Mk 1: 14), there 

is a notable absence of any detailed information about Galilee in the Gospel (vfs-a-vfs 

Josephus in his Jewish Wars 3:35-40). According to Freyne, the reason for this is that 

the narrator wants to draw attention to the overall ethos of Jesus' ministry as taking 

place in houses, villages and synagogues. Jesus is also depicted as deliberately avoi

ding the larger cities (like Sepphoris and Tiberias) and only moving in and between the 

smaller villages (see also Van Eck 1991b:1028-1031 where I made more or less the 

same point). 
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However, the question can be asked whether this conclusion can hold when Mark 

6: 11 and 6: 56, where the narrator uses the word TOAL~, is taken into consideration. 

Rohrbaugh's recent study on the city in New Testament times can help us in answering 

this question. In antiquity, a city was nearly always linked to a group of surrounding 

villages which the Hebrew Bible sometimes calls its 'daughters' (Rohrbaugh 1991 :67). 

In Mark, a good example is Mark 8:27 where the narrator speaks of 'the villages of 

Caeserea Philippi'. Sometimes the city was distinguished from the villages surrounding 

it by nothing more than it having surrounding walls. As such, the terms city and vil

lage are sometimes used to distinguish between those areas inside or outside these 

walls, but the term city can also be used to denote both the areas inside and outside the 

walls. In terms of the narrator's description of Jesus' activities in the rest of the Gospel 

as taking place mainly in villages, I therefore understand the usage of the word city by 

Mark as relating to the areas outside the walls, that is the villages surrounding the city. 

Although Mark uses the word city, what is meant is that Jesus visited the villages out

side the city walls, the villages. This conclusion can further be substantiated by the 

fact that Rohrbaugh is of the opinion that the walls surrounding the city also had 

another function, that is to keep 'impure' social outcasts (usually part of the peasantry 

before their ostracism) out of the city (Rohrbaugh 1991:72). Mark 6:56 clearly indi

cates that Jesus healed the sick in the marketplaces. Ifl understand Rohrbaugh's argu

ment correctly, it means that these 'impure' people would not have been allowed in the 

city and, therefore, Jesus healed them in the marketplaces of the villages. Hence, 

according to the narrator, Jesus only travelled to villages, and avoided the cities. This 

also corresponds with the description of Jesus' activities in Jerusalem (which was seen 

as a city). Jesus only enters Jerusalem to go to the temple, otherwise he stays in the 

surrounding villages during the nights. 

When we, however, look at the Jerusalem-section in Mark (Mk 11:1-16:8), we 

find that the narrator portrays Jesus' activities as taking place in just the opposite set

tings as in Galilee. While Jesus, in Galilee, preferred to stay in villages, we now see 

that he never stayed in Jerusalem. The narrator is picturing a Jesus who, during the 

day, went to Jerusalem, but in the evenings always left the city to stay for the night 

outside Jerusalem. Examples of this feature of Jesus' activity in Mark 11:1-16:8 are 

the following: In Mark 11: 1, we read that Jesus, in approaching Jerusalem, first stayed 

in Beth phage and Bethany, and then entered Jerusalem (Mk 11 : 11). After looking at 

the temple, Jesus left Jerusalem to stay for the night in Bethany (Mk 11: 12). The next 

day he again went to Jerusalem, and after his activities of Mark 11:15-13:37 again left 

Jerusalem. This can be inferred from the text because the next setting where Jesus 

acted is Bethany (Mk 14:3). This is also confirmed by the fact that in Mark 14:13, 16 

his disciples were sent to Jerusalem. Jesus then again entered Jerusalem (Mk 14:22) 

and the first night he stayed over in the city (Mk 14:32-51) he was arrested. 
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When Jesus did enter Jerusalem, it is interesting that he is depicted by the narrator 

as always going immediately to the temple. After Jesus entered Jerusalem and had a 

look at the temple in Mark 11: 11, the next morning he immediately proceeded to 

cleanse the temple and teach the crowd within. The same pattern is also to be found in 

Mark 11:27, 12:35, 13:1-3 and Mark 14:49. It is of interest that Jesus' teaching in 

Jerusalem only occurred in the temple itself, or in its near vicinity (see Mark 13: 1-3). 

In terms of Jesus activities, on the one hand, in Galilee, and on the other hand, in 

Jerusalem, we can therefore draw the following conclusion: In Galilee, Jesus clearly 

had a preference for moving into small towns or villages to stay there for a few days 

while in Jerusalem he always stayed outside the city and only entered it during the day 

to teach. In Galilee, Jesus' teaching mainly took place in synagogues and houses, 

while in Jerusalem it only occurred in the temple. As such, the settings of town/vil

lage, synagogue, house, outside the city and temple as being 'settings in settings', 

cause the following conclusions to be drawn: In Galilee, the settings village/town, 

synagogue and house are the places in which Jesus stayed and taught, and in Jerusalem 

the settings 'outside the city' and temple are the places where Jesus stayed and in which 

he taught. Thus again, an opposition between Galilee and Jerusalem can be detected. 

Our study of the more specific settings in which Jesus' activities took place, therefore, 

also results in further highlighting by the narrator, creating an opposition between 

Galilee and Jerusalem in the way he structures space in the Gospel. 

5.2.4.3 Spatial designations that the Markan Jesus referred to in his teaching 

Maybe the most important spatial reference that is used by Jesus himself and frequently 

referred to in his teaching is the concept Bam>-.eia rov Oeov, that is, the kingdom of 

God15. In Mark 1:14-15, the narrator informs the reader that Jesus, after his baptism 

and temptation, came down to Galilee to proclaim the good news of God: The king

dom is near, and, therefore, those who hear the good news must repent and believe in 

this good news. From the start the narrator is thus telling the reader that the kingdom 

will be proclaimed in Galilee, of which the content is faith 16 and repentance. 

In terms of Jesus' ministry in Galilee, one can conclude that the following is either 

part of the content or description of this concept (the examples cited do not pretend to 
be exhaustive): 

* 
* 

* 
* 
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the exorcising of unclean spirits (Mk 1:21-28, 39); 

healing of different kinds of sickness (Mk 1:29-34, 40-44; 2:1-12; 3:1-5; 5:1-42; 

6:53-56; 7:31-37; 11:46-52); 

living in dependence before God as father (Mk 1 :35-38; 14:32-42); 
teaching (Mk 4:1-34); 
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Settings in Jesus' teaching 

the forgiving of sins (Mk 2: 1-12); 

eating with sinners and tax collectors (Mk 2:15-17; 14:3-9); 

not adhering to the religious rules of the Pharisees and scribes such as fasting (Mk 

2: 18-22), the keeping of the sabbath (Mk 2:23-28), the traditions of the elders (Mk 

7:1-23); not abiding by Moses' command in relation to divorce (Mk 10:1-12); 

feeding those who are hungry (Mk 6:35-42; 8:1-10); 

like scattering seed on the ground which will sprout and grow without human inter

vention or a mustard seed (the smallest seed of all seeds) which becomes the 

greatest of all shrubs (Mk 4:26-32); 

blessing children (Mk 10:13-16) and making them the example of how one should 

live and belief in the good news; 

where the temple should be a house of prayer for all nations (Mk 11: 17); 

to keep the great commandment (Mk 12:28-34); 

to be a servant of all and not lord over others (Mk 10:42-44); 

to heal and teach (Mk 6: 13); 

to be watchful (Mk 13:32-37); and 

to do God's will (Mk 14:36). 

There is, however, also another way in which the concept kingdom of God is typified 

by the narrator of Mark's gospel. In section 5.2.4.2.1.3, we concluded that Jesus' 

'way' from Galilee to Jerusalem, during which the kingdom of God is proclaimed, can 

be described in terms of following in suffering. In this regard, it is interesting that 

Jesus, while being on the way and using this term, the contents thereof can be 

described in terms of 'devoting oneself entirely/indivisibly in following him'. 

Let us look in more detail at this statement: In Mark 3:22-27, for example, Jesus 

is found in conflict with the scribes from Jerusalem. After they accused him of being 

from Beelzebul, Jesus answers them by saying that if a house or kingdom is divided 

against itself, that kingdom or house cannot stand. Also, when Jesus speaks about the 

kingdom in Mark 9:42-48, he stresses that it is better to be without a member of the 

body than to have that member tearing the whole body apart. This also applies to the 

narrative of the rich young man: If he wants to follow Jesus/be part of the kingdom, 

he must first go, sell everything he has and then come and follow Jesus with his whole 

heart, and not with a heart that wants to follow Jesus but also longs for many posses

sions. 

Mark 10:29 is also important for our discussion here. Jesus tells his disciples that 

if they want to follow him, they should even be prepared to leave their families behind 

because they will receive a new and larger family. This, in tum, sheds some light on 

Mark 3:31-34. Jesus' real brothers and sisters are not those who stand e~w (outside) 
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the house (Mk 3:31), but those who are with Jesus (see '15e; Mk 3:34), who sit around 

him (see Tep'i o:urov KVKACf'; Mk 3:34). Hence, it is possible to understand the concept 

of the kingdom of God as referring inter alia to 'devoting oneself entirely/indivisibly in 

following Jesus'. 

Again, however, one must ask what it means when it is postulated here that the 

kingdom of God can be described in terms of the forgiving of sins, the exorcising of 

unclean spirits, healing of different kinds of sickness, to living in dependence before 

God as father, eating with sinners and tax collectors, not adhering to the religious rules 

of the Pharisees and scribes, the blessing of children, to be watchful, or for that matter, 

to follow Jesus with an indivisible heart. Previously (see Van Eck 1991 b: 1039) I sug

gested that a possible way of answering these questions may lie in using a social 

scientific model in which the concept of the kingdom of God is read in terms of a meta

phor/symbol which refers to God's presence among, inter alia, the social outcasts in 

Jesus' day. When we tum to etics in chapter 6, this will be done. 

5.3 EMIC READING OF MARK'S STORY OF JESUS: SUMMARY 

Our reading of the Gospel of Mark, in terms of the ernie data the narrator is presenting 

to the reader, yielded the following results: The protagonist of the narrative is the 

main character, Jesus. As help in his mission, the protagonist calls helpers, the dis

ciples. The target of the protagonist (and his helpers) is the crowds. The antagonists 

in the narrative, who are opposed to the mission of the protagonist are, on Galilean 

soil, local scribes and Pharisees, and the Herodians, as well as scribes and Pharisees 

who come from Jerusalem to Galilee. In Jerusalem, the antagonists are initially the 

Pharisees, Sadducees and scribes, but towards the end of the narrative, the antagonists 

are mainly the elders, scribes, and the chief priests. 

The narratological analysis of space on the topographical level of the text enabled 

us to discern the respective interests of the different agents discussed above. Per

sonified settings are narratively portrayed as spaces that represent particular interests. 

Galilee, and more specifically, villages and houses represent the interests of the 

protagonist. The interests of the antagonists are mainly related to Jerusalem, and also 

the synagogues on Galilean soil. Because of the protagonist's activities in regard to his 

target (the crowds, consisting of inter alia the expendables), the antagonists come down 

from Jerusalem to protect their interests in Galilee. However, the protagonist also goes 

to Jerusalem to fulfill his mission, and as a consequence thereof he is killed by the 

antagonists. 

The respective interests of the protagonist and the antagonists are portrayed by the 

narrator as opposed to each other. In terms of the topographical structure of the narra

tive, the respective interests of the protagonist and antagonists are highlighted by the 
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narrator as follows: Galilee stands in opposition to Jerusalem. To further highlight 

this opposition, the protagonist's interests on Galilean soil is portrayed as that of the 

house and village, and in Jerusalem that of 'outside the city' and the temple. 

In terms of the plot of the narrative, Jesus is pictured as being on the way from 

Galilee and Jerusalem. In Galilee, Jesus is highly successful, especially in terms of the 

mission to his target, the crowds. He heals, teaches, exorcises unclean spirits, forgives 

sins and even has authority over nature. These activities of Jesus are pictured as taking 

place mainly in villages, and more specifically, in houses and synagogues. Among the 

crowd he is very popular and they follow him wherever he goes. They also bring to 

Jesus people with illnesses and those possessed of unclean spirits and demons to be 

healed. Because of this ministry of success, Jesus is pictured by the narrator as being 

in constant conflict with mainly the Pharisees and the scribes from Jerusalem, but also 

with some local scribes. In these conflicts, Jesus constantly triumphs. 

On the way to Jerusalem, however, it becomes clear that the protagonist's helpers 

do not understand who he is. In Galilee they had initial success in terms of their own 

mission to the crowds, but now they do not understand that the protagonist has to suf

fer. Because of this misunderstanding of his helpers, the protagonist starts to tell them 

that he has to suffer under the hands of the antagonists and that he will also be killed. 

In Jerusalem, Jesus initially experiences the same successes as in Galilee. He con

centrates mainly on the temple as the place for his activities. When Jesus goes to 

Jerusalem, during the day he immediately every time goes to the temple, but in the eve

nings he leaves Jerusalem to stay in its surroundings during the night. After his initial 

success however, Jesus is killed. 

Hence, understood in terms of the narrator's structuring of space in Mark, Galilee 

and Jerusalem are depicted as two opposing settings of interest in th,e Gospel. The 

opposition between house and temple further highlights this tension in the narrative. 

This spatial opposition between Galilee and Jerusalem, as well as between house and 

temple, and cities and outside cities, was clearly indicated in section 5.2.4. Other fea

tures of the narrative that further highlight this opposition were also mentioned (see 

again section 5.2.4.2). 

What does this opposition mean? In section 2.2, it was indicated that this opposi

tion was first noted by Lohmeyer. According to him, this opposition must be 

understood Christologically: In Galilee, a Son of Man eschatology prevailed, and in 

Jerusalem there was a strong messianic hope. In a later work, Lohmeyer (1942) also 

contended that this opposition should be seen in terms of an opposition in Galilee 

toward the cult in Jerusalem (see section 2.2.1.1). Lightfoot (1938) used Lohmeyer's 

insight and applied it to the problem of understanding the end of Mark's gospel (see. 

section 2.2.1.2). Marxsen (1959), in discerning between tradition and redaction in the 

Gospel, came to the conclusion that Mark wrote a Galilean gospel, and saw Galilee as 
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the place where the parousia would occur. Galilee is Jesus' place, so the main 

theological intent of the Gospel is to be found in the Galilean-section of the narrative 

(see section 2.2.1.3). Finally Kelber, by analyzing the kingdom passages in Mark, 

came to the conclusion that the main reason the Gospel was written, was the prevailing 

hope for the parousia. The Gospel was also a polemic work of the north (Galilee) 

aimed at the ruined tradition of the south formed by Peter and the Twelve in Jerusalem 

(see section 2.2.1.4). It is thus clear the opposition between Galilee and Jerusalem was 

studied in terms of historical concerns regarding the composition of the Gospel, and 

consequently, theological conclusions were drawn from historical concerns. In terms 

of the distinction made between situation and strategy by Elliott (1991 a: 1 0) referred to 

earlier (see 3.2.2), it is clear that these scholars used the historical-critical method to 

postulate a situation for the Gospel, and from this situation, tried to understand the 

strategy of the text. 

Because we wanted to move from text to situation in our understanding of this 

opposition between Galilee and Jerusalem (see again section 4.4.1) we started off in 

this chapter to read the text from an ernie point of view. We are, therefore, reading the 

text first in terms of its strategy, and then want to move to its situation. In can be 

argued that this difference in approach (in relation to that of the historical critical mode 

described above) is trivial, because our ernie reading resulted in more or less the same 

conclusions already indicated by Lohmeyer, Lightfoot, Marxsen and Kelber. The rele

vance of our ernie reading of the text, however, lies in the demonstration of the opposi

tion between Galilee and Jerusalem on the basis of a well spelled-out narratological 

analysis of the text. This enabled us not only to discern a narratological opposition 

between Galilee and Jerusalem, but also to study other spatial relationships in the text. 

It also made it possible to deduce from the text an opposition between house and temple 

as well as coming to the conclusion that 'the way' of Jesus is central in the Gospel in 

terms of its spatial structuring by the narrator. A specific strategy of the narrator was 

therefore indicated (his ideological perspective on the topographical level of the text), a 

strategy that will enable us to move to a specific understanding of the situation of the 

Gospel. Furthermore, our narratological reading of the text enabled us to identify the 

different agents/characters in the narrative, as well as the different settings which can 

be seen as reflections of the interests of the different characters. 

It must be stressed that our conclusion reached above is only based on ernie data. 

It is the story of Jesus ' activities in Galilee and Jerusalem as understood and 

described/narrated to us from the native point of view of the narrator in the Gospel. If 
we want to understand this opposition in moving from strategy to situation (or from the 

microsocial to macrosocial world of the text), other questions should also be asked. 

Let us name a few: If the narrator depicts an opposition between Galilee and Jerusalem 

in Mark, what is this opposition? Was it political? Or not? If, in terms of the spatial 
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structure of the narrative, house is set against temple and city against outside city, what 

did this mean in terms of the ministry of Jesus, and especially in terms of the way in 

which these activities of Jesus are narrated to us by the narrator? Also, what did it 

mean that Jesus taught and healed in houses as well as in synagogues? Why did Jesus 

as a rule did not go into cities on Galilean soil, and when he did so, immediately left 

again? Moreover, when it is stated that Jesus' target was the crowds, who made up 

these crowds? Why did the Pharisees and the scribes come to Galilee? Was it because 

of Jesus' ministry to the crowds? What interests did they have in terms of the crowds 

that they wanted to protect? Who were these interest groups? Did they all have the 

same goals? What did the Pharisees and the Herodians plan together on Galilean soil in 

order to have Jesus killed? And in Jerusalem, what did it mean that the elders, chief 

priests and scribes teamed up to kill Jesus? 

Or, to go even further: In section 5.2.4, it was indicated that Jesus' success in 

Galilee can be related to his teaching, healing, exorcisms, and his conflicts with the 

religious leaders on Galilean soil. What, however, were the implications of Jesus' 

teaching in his time? What did it mean when Jesus forgave people their sins; that he 

ate with sinners and tax collectors; that he did not keep the sabbath or adhere to reli

gious rules, such as fasting? Or that he blessed children and made them an example of 

faith? Jesus also debated subjects with his adversaries like the tradition of the elders, 

paying taxes to the emperor, and the resurrection. What were the implications of his 

understanding of these themes in terms of the indicated opposition between Galilee and 

Jerusalem in the Gospel? 

Jesus also entered Jerusalem and 'cleansed' the temple. What did this act really 

mean? Is the opposition between Galilee and Jerusalem to be understood in terms of 

this act? Or should it be understood in the terms of his ministry to the crowds or that 

he was killed by the religious leaders in Jerusalem? Furthermore, what did it mean that 

Jesus taught the crowds in the temple after he 'cleansed' it? And when Jesus was on 

his way to Jerusalem, what did it mean that he tried to teach his disciples that his way, 

and also their's still to come, is a way of following in suffering? What did it mean 

when Jesus taught them on the way to be servants, and not to lord over others? Can 

the identified opposition between Galilee and Jerusalem be explained by the answer to 

one of these questions, or does the answer to this opposition lie in answering all these 

questions? 

These questions, one would agree, are indeed important. It is my intention to ans

wer them by means of an etic interpretation of the text, that is, by using an exegetical 

model which makes both room for a narratological (the strategy) and a social scientific 

reading (the situation) of the text. In section 5.2.4.3, the concept kingdom of God as 

used by Jesus in his teaching was discussed. It was suggested that this concept can be 

seen as the embodiment of especially the activities of Jesus that led to his success on 
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Galilean soil. It was also suggested that a possible way of studying this concept is by 

reading it as a symbol in terms of Jesus' understanding of the relation between not only 

God and himself, but also between God and the people (i e, the crowds) of his day. I, 

therefore, would like to postulate that a sociological/anthropological interpretation of 

the concept kingdom of God may be the answer in understanding the opposition 

between Galilee and Jerusalem as indicated above. An etic study of this opposition in 

terms of the concept kingdom of God will be the daunting task of chapter 6. 

ENDNOTES: CHAPTERS 

282 

1 Irrespective of which one of these possibilities named above are used by the narrator to de

scribe the different settings in the narrative, the description of space can be presented in one of 

two ways: First, the description of the spatial elements in a text can be en bloc, where the dif

ferent spatial elements described in detail are emphasized by the narrator. The other pos

sibility is that the narrator refers to certain spatial designations used as mere setting or seen as 

unimportant for the actual development of the plot of the narrative (see V andermoere 1976:39-

41; Van Aarde 1983b:77). 

2 All citations from scripture are cited from the New Revised Standard Version. Nashville: 

Thomas Nelson Publishers. In each instance the translation was checked with the Greek. It 

will be noted where I do not agree with the translation. 

3 Here an interesting narrative technique of the narrator in Mark can be noted: From Mark 

1 :40-46, it is clear that Jesus told the leper to say nothing to no one accept to the local priest. 

However, the leper goes out and spreads the word. As a result of this, Jesus could no longer 

go into a city openly, so many people came to see him. Note also that in this episode the nar

rator gives a hint in regard to the target as well as the antagonists of the protagonist's mission. 

4 In terms of the maps of places (m. Kelim I, 6-9; see section 4.2. 7), this feeding occurred at a 

place that is not even on the map. Jesus thus travels, in Mark 7:24, from the least holy place 

on the map ('the land of Israel'; seem. Kelim I, 6), to a place even more unholy. 

5 See again endnote 9, chapter 2, for a description of the points of view of Via (1975:115-158) 

and Vorster (1980a:126-130) who identified a similar narrative line in Mark. 

6 That the crowds are the target of also the helper's mission can be deduced especially from 

Mark 6:6 and 13. In Mark 1:16-8:26, it is clear that the target of the protagonist's mission is 

the crowds. This target of the protagonist is described by the narrator as consisting of many 

people who were either possessed or sick (cf inter alia Mk 1 :39; 3:7-12; 6:53-56). By de-
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picting the protagonist as giving his helpers authonty over unclean spirits (Mk 6:6) as well as 

reporting that the disciples had cast out many demons and healed many who were sick (Mk 

6:13), their mission and target are clearly related to that of the protagonist. 

7 The point must again be stressed that the question here is not whether this description of 

Jesus' itinerary by the narrator is historically and factually correct. In terms of our emic study 

of the text as well as in terms of the analysis of the ideological perspective of the narrator on 

the topographical level of the text, our main point of departure is that the narrator creates a 

narrative world in narrating the text. In this narrative world, the itinerary of Jesus is described 

in such a way that it embodies the narrator's ideological perspective on the topographical level 

of the text. What we therefore are interested in is Mark's description of a narrated itinerary 

during which Jesus is charlkcterized as the vehicle which carries the narrator's ideological per

spective which is imposed upon the reader. 

8 See Van Eck & Van Aarde (1989:778-800) in which this parable is studied in terms of the 

plot of Mark. There we indicated the point Jesus is trying to make in this parable is that, 

because the scribes, chief priests and elders are ruling the inheritance of God for their own 

benefit and not for God, this inheritance will be given to others. 

9 Some of these oppositions listed by Freyne (1988) were previously noted by inter alia Loh

meyer (1936), Marxsen (1958), Malbon (1982, 1984, 1986a) Rhoads & Michie (1982), Van 

Iersel (1982a, 1982b, 1983) and VanEck (1988, 1990, 1991b). 

10 In regard to Herod Antipas, it can also be argued that, in terms of the plot of the Gospel, 

John the Baptist's death can be seen as a prototype of the death of Jesus, but also as a 

prototype of the suffering the disciples will have to endure in their following of Jesus. By 

placing Mark 6:14-29 between the sending out of the disciples (Mk 6:6-13) and their sub

sequent return from their mission (Mk 6:30), the narrator thus indicates that Jesus will die as 

John has did, but that the disciples possibly will have to endure more or less the same fate. 

This understanding of the plot of Mark can further be substantiated by the fact that both John, 

Jesus and the disciples proclaimed that all should repent (see respectively Mk 1:4-5, 1:15 and 

6:12). 

11 In terms of the work done by Hollenbach (1987) in regard to the concepts of rich and poor 

in the first-century Mediterranean world, I am well aware one must be careful not to 

understand Mark's usage of these terms ethnocentrically, that is, as if the terms rich and poor 

have the same economical meaning as in our modem culture (see also Van Aarde 1988e:829-

846). Hollenbach himself, however, is of the opinion that the term 'poor' used in Mark 

12:41-44 can be related to economics (see Hollenbach 1987:57) and the situation in Mark 5:26 

(not referred to by Hollenbach) suggests money is involved. These two texts are therefore 

understood in reference to being poor in economical terms. 
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12 According to Van Iersel (1989:24-26), an identical substructure exists in both the Galilee 

and Jerusalem-sections of Mark (see Van Iersel 1989:25). However, in proposing this identi

cal substructure, an inconsistency can be inferred in Van Iersel's argument: According to Van 

Iersel (1989:22), the Galilee and Jerusalem-section consists of respectively Mark 1:14-8:21 

and Mark 11:1-15:39. However, when Van Iersel discusses the 'identical substructures' of 

these two sections in Mark, the Galilee section only starts at Mark 1 :16, and in the Jerusalem 

section Mark 15:40-16:8 is added to make it possible to indicate these identical substructures. 

It seems then these identical substructures are forced to fit into Van Iersel's chiastic structure 

which he proposes for the structure of the whole Gospel (see Van Iersel 1989:20). 

13 In regard to 'the way' in Mark 8:27-10:52, Van Iersel (1989:23) is of the opinion that, like 

the spatial designations of 'the desert' (Mk 1 :2-13) and 'the tomb' (Mk 15:42-16:6), 'the way' 

in Mark should not be understood as a geographical reference. According to Van lersel, Jesus 

in this part of the Gospel (Mk 8:27-10:52), continually is en route with his disciples as the 

reader is regularly reminded by the narrator who uses the words 'on the road' or 'on the way'. 

However, Van Iersel also feels that location and theme in some sense reflect each other here. 

It is my opinion, in this section of the narrative, Jesus is clearly and constantly busy moving in 

the direction of Jerusalem (e g Mk 8:27; 10:1, 32, 46). The 'way', in this study, is 

understood to have a geographical reference, as well as being symbols that serve as a vehicle 

for the narrator's ideological perspective and interest in the narrative. 

14 Mark 14:28 and 16:7, in terms of a construed background of the Markan community, have 

previously been interpreted as either referring to an appearance of Jesus at the parousia (see 

Marxsen 1959, Kelber 1974), or as an appearance of Jesus after his resurrection (see Loh

meyer 1936). Our interest in these two verses here is that they are read as ernie data, data 

which will be interpreted in chapter 6, as etics are examined. Therefore, especially at this 

stage, these two references are only read in terms of what the narrator is telling us in the text, 

that is, his native point of view, with no background or theological arguments taken into con

sideration. 

15 The concept of 'the kingdom of God' is indeed a much discussed subject in previous and 

current Markan research (see e g Bornkamm 1960, Bultmann 1961, Dodd 1961, Lundstrom 

1963, Perrin 1963, 1974, 1976, Schweitur 1964, Brandon 1967, Weiss 1971, Roth 1974, 

Gager 1975, Theissen 1978a, Chilton 1979, 1984, Kung 1984, Lohfink 1984, Petersen 1984, 

Hertzog 1985, Vorster 1986, 1991 and Mack 1987 to name but a few of the main exponents of 

the debate). It should again be stressed that this concept here is studied only in terms of 

emics. The task of chapter 6 (see especially section 6.4 and 6.5) will be to develop, in terms 

of etics, what the narrator is telling us about this concept in the text. 

16 The concept faith here should be understood in terms of living in dependence before God as 

father (cf Mk 1 :35-38; 14:32-42). 
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